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Batch Farm @ JLab
Batch jobs now require either SLURM or SWIF2 submissions 

• For documentation, see https://scicomp.jlab.org, "swif2 -h", and SLURM 
online documentation and man pages like "man sbatch/salloc/...",  
https://scicomp.jlab.org/docs/farm_auger_migration_guide


• SWIF is a JLab frontend on top of SLURM


• adds automated staging input/output files, even if on tape (with SLURM 
you'd have to cache them in batches and manually submit jobs when 
ready)


• supports job-job/file dependencies, currently supports workflows at NERSC 
for those with allocations, plan is to eventually support OSG and others


• Common issues 

• SLURM submissions starting in an inappropriate directory (you must "cd" to 
the correct one, see forum->) 

• Using /tmp filesystem, intentionally or accidentally, filling it up 

• Using more local disk space than requested 

• Performing inefficient I/O on Lustre or /home from many batch jobs 
simultaneously 

• Can crash many jobs, bring down system components, filesystems, etc, but 
scicomp is always working to address these and improve resiliency

https://scicomp.jlab.org

Various improvements of scicomp website and documentation over time

There's also a batch farm category on our forum:  
https://clas12.discourse.group/c/jlab-farm-jobs/14
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Sci-Filesystems @ JLab
switched to new /work/clas12 fileserver at end of last year 

• now ZFS


• regular backup/snapshots at /work/clas12/.zfs 

• and on-the-fly compression


• more I/O performant, can handle more batch jobs


• 170 TB for CLAS12 currently, which is about double what we had before


• no oversubscription any more, no more fuzzy quota that can change automatically


• our old usage breakdown:  https://clasweb.jlab.org/wiki/index.php/
CLAS12_Software_Center#tab=FAQ


Lustre:  /volatile and /cache 

• Scicomp has been actively working to improve reliability over the past year 

• reminder:  good for large data


• not for lots of log files, software, streaming or frequently opening/closing small text files, 
from batch jobs, as that can overload this 4 PB Lustre filesystem's metadata server


• New per-user breakdowns:  https://scicomp.jlab.org/scicomp/volatileDisk/userUsage


• And our old auto-deletion queue:  https://clasweb.jlab.org/wiki/index.php/
CLAS12_Software_Center#tab=FAQ


/farm_out 

• SSD, for logs from farm jobs, with auto-deletion, but huge logs from many jobs 
simultaneously can fill it up fast and hit your personal quota and cause your jobs to 
crash before auto-deletion can kick in
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CLAS12 @ OSG https://clasweb.jlab.org/clas12offline/osg/

Operations *usually* smooth, but does still require some minor 
maintenance during occasional issues 

• in the past week we lost some dedicated sites yet again, and have been 
investigating poor CPU utilization at some sites (SGridGLA, JLab) due to 
configuration issues out in OSG land


Usually can get ~10k simultaneous jobs, about 1:1 
opportunistic:dedicated/priority 

• that's significantly more than the CLAS12 collaborations' anticipated needs from 
estimates in previous years, but access to the opportunistic/priority sites may 
evolve 

We'll be switching the web submit portal to require you know what 
software versions you need, rather than only run group, probably later 
this summer, to support the future ... 

Get your event generator running on OSG: 

https://github.com/JeffersonLab/clas12-mcgen
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In progress, very early phases ...
CLAS12 @ NERSC 
• Applied for and received a clas12 project, with a small, mid-year allocation, a couple months ago.  There's also "free" 

beta CPU hours on the new Perlmutter for a few months


• Proof-of-principle tests were done by Vardan a few years ago at NERSC, running CLAS12 reconstruction interactively


• Working with Nick Tyler, a previous CLAS graduate student and currently a postdoc at NERSC, and his "free" 
allocation and support, to setup and test proper workflows


• Goal to have a reasonable workflow this year and apply for a real allocation for 2023


• Automated, reliable, efficient workflow and jobs, using SWIF and Globus for submission and data transfers 
between JLab and NERSC
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• We have a few different job shapes, some single-threaded, some I/O-
bound, some CPU-bound, with varying input/output data sizes. It will take 
testing to get something reliable that makes sense at NERSC and merge it 
with jobs at JLab.  Note, we heavily leveraged SWIF at JLab to make it 
work at JLab, reliably and successfully, for all CLAS12 run groups, and 
want to do the same here. 

Hydra @ CLAS12 
• AI-based data quality monitoring, supported by the EPSCI group at JLab


• Trying it out for CLAS12, in the works, first round of training a couple 
detectors ready, time for assessment ...



Done!
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